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ABSTRACT: Experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the literature
indicate that gaseous proteins generated by electrospray ionization (ESI) can retain nativelike structures. However, the exact properties of these ions remain to be explored. Focusing
on ubiquitin and lysozyme, we examined several pertinent questions. (1) We applied solvent
MD runs to test whether the X-ray structures of both proteins are affected by crystal packing.
Main and side chain orientations were retained in solution, providing a justification for the
hitherto unscrutinized approach of relying on crystal data for “solution” vs. gas phase
comparisons. (2) Most earlier gas phase protein MD investigations employed short (ns)
simulation windows. By extending this time frame to 1 s we were able to observe rare
unfolding/folding transitions in ubiquitin. These predicted fluctuations were consistent with a
semi-unfolded subpopulation detected by ion mobility spectrometry (IMS). (3) Most earlier
modeling studies did not account for the high H+ mobility in gaseous proteins. For the first
time we compared static and mobile H+ simulations, focusing on both positively and
negatively charged ions. The MD runs revealed a strong preference for retention of a
solution-like backbone fold, while titratable/polar side chains collapsed onto the protein
surface. This side chain collapse was caused by a multitude of intramolecular salt bridges, Hbonds, and charge-dipole interactions. Our results generalize the findings of Steinberg et al.
(ChemBioChem 2008, 9, 2417-2423) who had first proposed the occurrence of such side
chain contacts on the basis of short-term simulations with static H+. (4) Calculated collision
cross sections of the MD conformers were in close agreement with IMS experiments.
Overall, this study supports the view that solution-like protein structures can be retained due
to kinetic trapping on the time scale of typical ESI-IMS experiments.
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Introduction
Electrospray ionization (ESI) allows the transfer of intact proteins from solution into the gas
phase. The solvent-free ions generated in this way can be interrogated by mass spectrometry
(MS), ion mobility spectrometry (IMS),1-5 and various other techniques.6-12 Protein ESI
studies are usually conducted on [M + zH]z+ ions. However, ESI can also be performed in
negative ion mode, resulting in [M - zH]z- species.1
It remains controversial to what extent proteins retain solution-like structures after
ESI.4,

13-17

Some experiments suggested the occurrence of significant conformational

changes.13, 15, 18-20 On the other hand, there is now substantial evidence that many gaseous
biomolecules can retain key aspects of their solution conformations and interactions,
provided that the conditions are properly optimized.2, 3, 17, 21-24 Such “native” ESI experiments
employ nondenaturing aqueous solutions at near-neutral pH, with ion sampling and
transmission conditions that avoid excess collisional heating.7, 21, 25-28
Native globular proteins in solution are tightly folded; most hydrophobic side chains
are sequestered in the core, whereas titratable and polar side chains tend to be on the
surface.29 Proteins experience dramatic environmental changes during ESI. In water the
hydrophobic effect represents a key stabilizing factor.30 The absence of water after ESI
suggests that hydrophobicity is not a major contributor to protein stability in vacuo.31 Also,
the protonation states of titratable sites can be very different in solution and after ESI.32 The
fact that ESI-generated ions carry a net charge z  0 implies that their internal electrostatics
are dominated by repulsive forces,33-35 an aspect that is compounded by the low dielectric
constant in the gas phase (vacuum = 1).36 Considering all these factors, the retention of
solution-like structures after ESI is a remarkable phenomenon.2, 3, 17, 21-24 This retention has
been attributed to kinetic trapping,14, 37, 38 i.e., the presence of activation barriers that prevent
large-scale transitions on the time scale of typical ESI-IMS/MS experiments.16
3

Even under properly optimized native ESI conditions, the transition from solution into
the gas phase will be accompanied by some structural alteration.16 Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations33, 39 and microsolvation studies40 suggest that extended surface side chains such
as Lys+ tilt towards the protein surface where they bind to backbone carbonyls. Salt bridge
formation among side chains on the protein surface may take place as well.39 Such side chain
collapse in the gas phase is consistent with the observation that IMS-derived collision cross
sections () tend to be smaller than expected from crystal structures.28, 33, 41-43 However, the
exact nature of such gas phase compaction events remains incompletely understood, and
predicted outcomes may depend on the modeling strategy used.20, 34, 44-46
Efforts to delineate protein structural differences before and after ESI are hampered
by various factors. Chief among these is the lack of high-resolution structure determination
methods in the gas phase. IMS-derived  values report on the overall compactness, but any
given  value may be consistent with a multitude of conformations.47 A standard approach is
to compare experimental  values with MD-derived candidate structures.4,

34, 47, 48

One

challenge associated with gas phase MD simulations is the proper placement of charges.
Proteins contain numerous sites that can be protonated (N-terminus, Arg, Lys, His) or
deprotonated (Asp, Glu, C-terminus), giving rise to an astronomical number of possible
charge configurations.49 The problem becomes even more daunting when allowing for
zwitterionic motifs, i.e., the presence of positively and negatively charged sites regardless of
the ion polarity.49-55 Strategies to identify the most suitable protonation pattern(s) have to
consider interactions among protonated/deprotonated moieties, charge solvation effects, as
well as the intrinsic proton affinities (PAint) of individual sites.36,
treat protonation patterns as stationary,34,

39, 59, 60

40, 56-58

Most MD studies

whereas in reality protons in gaseous

proteins are mobile.61-64 Mobile-proton MD approaches are a promising strategy for
addressing these difficulties,57, 58 but thus far such techniques are not widely used. Also, most
4

MD simulations focus on ns time windows that are much shorter than the tens of milliseconds
required for typical IMS experiments.4, 34, 47, 48
Understanding ESI-associated structural changes is further complicated by
uncertainties regarding the exact properties of proteins in solution. Much of the ESI literature
assumes that X-ray crystallography provides an accurate representation of solution-phase
conformations. Consequently, gas phase vs. ”solution” comparisons usually rely on
crystallographic data.14, 39, 41, 45, 65 Although protein crystals contain some water,66 X-ray and
solution structures do not always match. Surface side chains and loops are highly dynamic in
solution, while these elements tend to adopt well defined orientations after crystallization.67-69
Such ordering arises from crystal packing, i.e., interactions with neighboring proteins in the
lattice.70,

71

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides information on

proteins in bulk solution. However, NMR structures are calculated largely from backbone
distance and angle restraints.72 The dynamic nature of exposed side chains implies that NMR
coordinates of the corresponding atoms should be treated with caution.69 In summary, the
exact nature of protein structural differences before and after ESI remains to be uncovered.
The current work addresses the issues outlined above by taking a critical look at the
crystal, solution, and gas phase structures of ubiquitin and lysozyme. We compared ESIMS/IMS data with the results of extended (1 s) gas phase MD data for both [M + zH]z+ and
[M - zH]z- ions. Mimicking MD strategies used in previous studies34,

39, 59, 60

we initially

employed static charge models. The main focus of this work, however, is on mobile-proton
MD data generated with a recently developed mobile-proton algorithm57 that accounts for the
high mobility of H+ in gas phase proteins.61-64 Proof-of-principle work using this algorithm
has already been presented,57 but a critical comparison of data obtained by this approach with
ESI-IMS/MS experiments is still lacking. The current work closes this gap by combining
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experimental and computational data, thereby providing detailed insights into the properties
of electrosprayed protein ions, and their relationship to solution and crystal structures.

Methods
Mass Spectrometry and Ion Mobility Spectrometry. Bovine ubiquitin (8565 Da) and
chicken egg white lysozyme (14305 Da) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Samples were prepared in 10 mM aqueous ammonium acetate (pH 7) at a protein
concentration of 10 μM. Positive ion data were acquired on a Synapt HDMS time-of-flight
mass spectrometer (Waters, Milford, MA) with a standard Z-spray ESI source operated at
+2.8 kV. Solutions were infused at 5 µL min-1. Temperatures and ion transmission voltages
were reduced as much as possible (source temperature 25 ○C, desolvation temperature 40 ○C,
sampling cone 5 V, extraction cone 1 V, trap collision energy 2 V, trap DC bias 8-9 V, trap
gas off). All other instrument parameters were as described.73 These conditions were chosen
to minimize collisionally or thermally induced structural changes of the protein,28, 33 resulting
in instrument operation just above the ion transmission threshold. A further drop in
transmission was encountered for negative ion experiments, necessitating the use of a more
sensitive instrument, a Synapt G2 (ESI voltage -2.8 kV) under otherwise identical conditions.
Collision cross sections were measured using traveling wave ion mobility measurements with
N2 as buffer gas. The IMS data were converted to He  values. The calibration procedure
used for this purpose was performed using a mix of collisionally activated reference
proteins.73 This procedure is well established and has been shown to yield He  values
consistent with drift-tube IMS in positive ion mode,73 but its use for negative ion IMS is new
(see Table S1 for details). The IMS reference mix was infused in 49:49:2 (v/v/v)
methanol/water/acetic acid with the cone set to 100 V, while keeping all other instrument
6

parameters as described above.  error bars represent the standard deviation of three
independent measurements.

Solution MD Simulations. All simulations of this work were performed using Gromacs
2016.374 at 300 K with a 2 fs integration step. The crystal structures 1ubq (ubiquitin, 1.8 Å)75
and 1aki (lysozyme, 1.5 Å)76 served as starting conformations. For 1 s solution simulations
the Charmm36 force field77 was used with TIP3P water because this combination has
previously been shown to adequately model the behavior of small globular proteins.78 The
simulations employed periodic boundary conditions with a minimum 1 nm distance between
protein atoms and the edge of the periodic box, and particle mesh Ewald summation. NaCl
was added at a concentration of 150 mM, and additional ions were added as needed to ensure
charge neutrality. All other MD parameters and procedures were as described.79

Gas Phase MD Simulations. The behavior of gaseous ubiquitin and lysozyme ions was
modeled in 1 s runs at 300 K, using the crystal data 1ubq and 1aki as starting points. The
simulations employed the OPLS/AA force field80, 81 which has been widely used for earlier
gas phase applications,15, 24, 60, 82-84 and that has been validated against ab initio data on model
compounds in the absence of solvent.80,

81

Our simulations were performed in a vacuum

environment without cut-offs for electrostatic or Lennard-Jones interactions as described.57
For static charge runs the protonation states of all titratable sites were set using Gromacs
pdb2gmx, and these initial charge patterns were retained throughout the 1 s runs.
Mobile-proton simulations were conducted by complementing Gromacs with in-house
Fortran code and bash scripts,57 and by breaking down 1 s MD runs into 1 ns segments.
After each of these segments the H+ residing on the various protonated sites (N-terminus+
[referred to as NT+], Arg+, Lys+, His+, Asp0, Glu0, C-terminus0 [denoted as CT0]) were
7

redistributed using a steepest descent energy minimization procedure that takes into account
PAint of all possible acceptor sites,85 as well as electrostatic interactions and intramolecular
charge solvation. PAint values in kJ mol-1 were85 886.6 (NT), 918.0 (Lys), 1004.0 (Arg) ,
952.7 (His), 1452.7 (Asp-), 1453.5 (Glu-), 1423.8 (CT-). This mobile-proton strategy allowed
basic sites to switch between their protonated/neutral states, while acidic sites could switch
between neutral/deprotonated. All proton hopping events were subject to preservation of total
charge, in accordance with the net z value of the protein ion.57 The presence of two titratable
sites for the N-terminal Lys in lysozyme (NT and side chain) caused some difficulties with
the code used here. This challenge was overcome by adding an N-terminal Gly to the
sequence, such that the two charge sites were in two separate residues. X-ray data show that
this N-terminus is part of a disordered tail,76 and we conducted static charge simulations to
ensure that the presence of this N-terminal Gly did not affect the structure or dynamics of
lysozyme in any noticeable way. He collision cross sections were calculated using the
trajectory method implemented in Collidoscope.86

Results and Discussion
Experimental Characterization of Gaseous Protein Ions. Ubiquitin and lysozyme served
as model systems for the native ESI experiments of this work. Both proteins possess a mixed
/ secondary structure. Ubiquitin does not have any disulfides, while lysozyme is stabilized
by four disulfide bridges.75, 76 The positive ESI ubiquitin mass spectrum was dominated by 6+
ions (Figure 1A). The corresponding  distribution had its main maximum at 960 Å2. A low
intensity satellite band was present around 1140 Å2, revealing a small sub-population of
semi-unfolded protein (Figure 1B). Negative ESI mainly produced 5- ions with a 
maximum at ~990 Å2 (Figure 1C, D). Lysozyme in positive ion mode exhibited a dominant
8+ signal, and the collision cross section of the corresponding ions was around 1390 Å2
8

(Figure 1E, F). In negative ESI lysozyme generated 6- ions (  1470 Å2, Figure 1G, H). The
standard deviation of these  maxima from triplicate measurements was around 1%. For both
proteins the IMS peaks in positive ion mode were slightly wider, indicating a greater
conformational heterogeneity. The gentle conditions chosen here broadened the lysozyme
mass distribution in negative ion mode due to acetate adduction, but  values of adducted
and non-adducted ions were almost indistinguishable (Figure S1). The ESI-IMS/MS data
reported here are consistent previous literature reports 14, 28, 42, 43 Similar to other proteins, the
|z| values in positive ion mode were slightly higher than in negative ion mode, while the
corresponding  values were similar for both polarities.1, 14, 87

Crystal Contacts and Conformations. As noted in the Introduction, many native ESI
investigations have relied on crystal structures when comparing “solution” and gas phase
proteins.14,

39, 41, 45, 65

The underlying assumption is that crystal structures are a faithful

representation of solution conformations. One objective of the current study was to test the
validity of this approach, a task that requires a careful analysis of crystal structures.
The pdb coordinates of ubiquitin and lysozyme correspond to single polypeptide
chains (green in Figure 2A, B). Standard visualization of these pdb files in a viewer program
appears to show an isolated protein, however, such images are misleading. Figure 2A-B
provides a more complete view that comprises a central protein (green) with its neighbors
(gray, generated using the symmetry mates feature of Pymol). Analysis of the crystal packing
interactions revealed a multitude of salt bridges between adjacent proteins, with O-N
distances of ~4 Å or less.88 The participating moieties include Arg+, Lys+, Asp-, Glu- side
chains, and C-terminal carboxylates (Figure 2C-D). These contacts form because the
corresponding side chains point away from the protein surface towards neighboring
polypeptide chains in the crystal. This trend is particularly prevalent for ubiquitin, which
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exhibits tighter crystal packing than lysozyme. Both proteins have a protruding R-COOterminus that is in contact with Lys+ from a neighboring protein. In addition, lysozyme has a
C-terminal Arg+/Asp- contact (Figure 2C-D). The last four residues of ubiquitin are
disordered in the crystal, and their coordinates represent a modeled average orientation.75
Crystal contacts such as those in Figure 2C-D can alter protein conformations,67, 68, 70,
71

but the severity of such distortion effects has to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In the

context of native ESI-MS it is of particular interest to explore whether the extended
Lys/Arg/Asp/Glu/CT orientations seen in Figures 2C,D are caused by crystal packing.
Alternatively, these moieties might already have a tendency to adopt extended orientations in
bulk solution.39 This chicken-or-egg problem is discussed in the following section.

Crystal Structures vs. Solution MD Conformations. MD simulations in bulk water were
conducted to explore the structural preferences of ubiquitin and lysozyme in the absence of
crystal packing. Three independent 1 s solution runs for each protein yielded root mean
square deviation (RMSD) values of 0.1 - 0.2 nm relative to the X-ray data, indicating that the
solution conformations remained very close to the crystal structures (Figure S2). The
resemblance of crystal and MD backbone coordinates is illustrated in Figure 2E-F.
Noticeable differences were confined to the C-terminal tail of ubiquitin which was quite
mobile for the solution structures (Figure 2E), in agreement with experimental data.75 Of
particular interest are the orientations of titratable side chains, many of which reach across to
neighboring proteins in the crystal (see above, Figure 2C-D). Remarkably, these extended
side chain orientations were retained in solution, albeit with a greater degree of disorder
compared to the crystals (Figure 2G-H). This behavior is also evident from radius of gyration
(Rg) analyses, which showed that the overall compactness of surface side chain atoms in
solution was close to the corresponding X-ray values (Figure 2I-J).
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The purpose of the current sections was to assess the appropriateness of crystal data as
surrogates for solution conformations when discussing structural changes during ESI. For the
two model proteins considered here the crystal conformations do indeed provide a faithful
representation of the solution structure, validating the strategy used in earlier ESI studies.14, 39,
41, 45, 65

However, this equivalence does not hold for all proteins, requiring careful case-by-

case considerations.67, 68, 70, 71 In instances where archived pdb structures provide a misleading
picture of the solution state, or where condensed phase reference data are not available, the
use of solution MD structures can be essential as previously noted by others.89

Modeling Protons in Gas Phase MD Simulations. Three different charge models were used
when simulating the behavior of gaseous protein ions.
(i) Static protons (positive-only or negative-only). This approach represents the
simplest model tested here; it did not allow for proton transfer within the protein. Also,
zwitterionic motifs were not considered, i.e., [M + zH]z+ ions contained exactly z positive
charges at basic sites (N-terminus, Arg, Lys, His), while all acidic sites remained in their
neutral R-COOH state. Conversely, [M - zH]z- ions were treated by having z negative charges
on selected R-COO- moieties (Asp, Glu, C-terminus), without any positive charges.
(ii) Static protons (zwitterionic). This second model allowed the presence of
zwitterionic motifs and salt bridges, reflecting the strong evidence that electrosprayed [M +
zH]z+ ions can contain R-COO- sites (and vice versa for [M - zH]z- ions).49-55 Under these
conditions the number of (de)protonated sites exceeds z due to the presence of opposite
charges. However, model 2 also did not allow for proton transfer events. Models 134, 48 and
239, 60 mimic strategies that have been widely used for earlier gas phase MD studies. Charge
patterns used for all static proton runs are summarized in Tables S2 and S3.
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(iii) Mobile-protons. The third model employed a recently developed technique57 that
accounts for the highly mobile nature of protons in gaseous proteins.61-64 During MD runs all
H+ were allowed to move among basic and acidic sites, as governed by their mutual
electrostatic interactions, charge solvation effects, and by the PAint values of protonation sites.
Within this model, the formation of zwitterionic motifs and salt bridges was governed by the
overall energetics of the system, without manual intervention by the user.57

Overview of Gas Phase MD Results. Multiple 1 s simulations were generated for the
dominant charge states seen in the experimental spectra (Figure 1). The overall behavior seen
in these MD runs is illustrated by the Rg values of Figure 3 for all three charge models.
Static proton/positive-only simulations on [ubiquitin + 6H]6+ were conducted for
various protonation patterns (Table S2). Most of the trajectories generated using this model
retained tightly folded conformations, while two of the runs showed fluctuations between
semi-unfolded and compact structures (Figure 3A). Subsequently we tested the behavior of
[ubiquitin + 6H]6+ in static proton/zwitterionic runs. All the trajectories produced in this way
retained tightly folded structures (Figure 3B). Mobile-proton simulations on [ubiquitin +
6H]6+ were dominated by compact conformers, with occasional unfolding/refolding for some
of the trajectories (Figure 3C). Most of these reversible structural events would have gone
undetected in the much shorter (~10 ns or less) time windows used for earlier gas phase
simulations,34, 39, 48 highlighting the necessity of using an extended time scale.
An analogous set of simulations was performed for [ubiquitin - 5H]5-, resulting in the
Rg data of Figure 3D-E. Across the board, the negative ions displayed high stability without
unfolding, regardless of the charge model used. The greater stability of negative ubiquitin
ions relative to their positive counterparts is attributed to their lower internal electrostatic
repulsion,33-35 keeping in mind their z values (|5-| < |6+|). To support this assertion, we
12

repeated MD runs for those positive ion patterns that consistently caused unfolding (red and
blue, Figure 3A), but lowered the charge state from 6+ to 5+. As expected, the 5+ ions
retained a compact conformation (Figure S4). The greater structural resilience of these
charge-reduced ions is consistent with experimental observations.90, 91
MD simulations were also conducted on lysozyme in the gas phase, using all three
protonation models in both polarities. The resulting data showed lysozyme to be highly
stable, without any large-scale unfolding for any of the conditions tested (Figure S5, Table
S3). The greater stability of lysozyme compared to ubiquitin is attributed to the presence of
four disulfide bridges in the former.76
The key question explored here is to what extent ubiquitin and lysozyme retain their
native solution structures in the gas phase. As discussed above, the crystal structures of both
proteins provide an adequate representation of their solution conformations. Thus, Figure 4
compares mobile-proton MD conformations (gray) with the corresponding crystal data
(green). Figure 4A exemplifies data from a [ubiquitin + 6H]6+ trajectory that did not show
unfolding, revealing that the backbone fold remained very close to that of the crystal structure
throughout the 1 s window. The same is true for [ubiquitin - 5H]5-, [lysozyme + 8H]8+, and
[lysozyme - 6H]6- (Figure 4C-E). RMSD values relative to the corresponding crystal
structures for these “folded” trajectories were on the order of 0.3 to 0.4 nm (Figures S6, S7),
reinforcing the fact that the gas phase proteins remained close to their crystal structures
(albeit not as close as in solution, where RMSDs were 0.1 - 0.2 nm, Figure S2).
Figure 4B illustrates one of the reversible unfolding transitions experienced by
[ubiquitin + 6H]6+. For this particular trajectory the protein opened up at t  100 ns,
(magenta), but at t = 200 ns it had folded back to a compact state. The fact that gaseous
ubiquitin returned close to its original structure after being semi-unfolded implies that the
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solution-like conformation represents a local free energy minimum, consistent with the
kinetic trapping hypothesis outlined above.14, 37, 38

Charge Patterns Produced in Mobile-proton Runs. Our mobile-proton simulations started
from various initial charge patterns (coinciding with those of the static charge runs, Tables
S2, S3). Regardless of these starting configurations, the mobile-proton runs showed a strong
propensity to generate zwitterionic patterns (Figure 5), i.e., R-COO- sites accumulated in [M
+ zH]z+ ions, and Arg+/Lys+ (not His+) sites accumulated in [M - zH]z- ions. H+ migration had
largely gone to completion after ~500 ns, producing fairly stable patterns (Figure 5).
Figure 5 also shows representative 1 s structures, revealing that oppositely charged
sites were involved in salt bridge networks at the protein surface. In other words, all R-COOmoieties in [M + zH]z+ ions were in contact with at least one positively charged sites, and
vice versa for [M - zH]z- ions.
Arg was the preferred basic H+ residence site, in accordance with its high PAint.
Negative charges were distributed over Asp, Glu and CT sites, reflecting their similar PAint
values.85 The zwitterionic character after 1 s was more pronounced for gaseous ubiquitin
than for lysozyme (Figure 5). This difference is attributed to the higher percentage of
basic/acidic sites in ubiquitin which promotes the formation of Coulombically favorable salt
bridge networks (Tables S2, S3). A detailed summary of the average charge on each of the
titratable sites in the mobile-proton simulations is provided in Figure S8.
Overall, the current work marks the first time that the structural dynamics of gaseous
proteins were simulated on an extended (1 s) time scale using a model that allowed for H+
hopping. The strong preference for zwitterionic motifs seen in our simulations is consistent
with experimental investigations.49-55 Nonetheless, it is clear that the simple mobile-proton
MD model used here57 may not always capture the subtle energetic differences between
14

zwitterionic and neutral acidic/basic contacts. Electronic structure calculations would be
required for this purpose,56, 92 but unfortunately the size and time range explored here are out
of reach for such high-level methods. At the current stage of development our mobile-proton
MD model57 represents a reasonable compromise between speed and accuracy.

Surface Side Chain Collapse. Gaseous ubiquitin and lysozyme retained an overall backbone
fold close to the corresponding solution/X-ray structures, as discussed above. However,
inspection of Figure 3 reveals the gas phase Rg values for most of the simulations were 3-5%
lower than for the X-ray coordinates, indicating compaction in the gas phase. To uncover the
origin of this effect we calculated Rg values for various sub-groups of atoms. The most
pronounced Rg drop was seen for surface side chains. Among these, the titratable sites Arg,
Lys, His, Asp, Glu made the largest contribution. This side chain collapse occurred for both
ubiquitin and lysozyme. This phenomenon was largely independent of the protonation model,
and it took place for both [M + zH]z+ and [M - zH]z- ions (Figures 6, S9). It has been noted
previously that side chain collapse not only reduces the overall dimensions, but also lowers
the net dipole moment of gaseous proteins.39
The origin of this side chain collapse is illustrated in Figure 7, which displays
representative mobile-proton MD structures of positive and negative ubiquitin ions. Figure 7
reveals numerous intramolecular contacts that force the titratable side chains from their
extended X-ray/solution structures (Figure 2) into orientations close to the protein surface. In
addition to salt bridges, these contacts include charge-dipole interactions where cationic sites
are solvated by backbone CO groups, while R-COO- sites interact with backbone NH sites.
Many contacts also involve H-bonds among uncharged titratable sites, reflecting the
capability of R-COOH, amino groups, and guanidine groups to act as both H-bond donors
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(OH, NH) and acceptors (C=O, N:). Side chain contacts similar to those discussed here were
also observed in static proton/zwitterionic simulations (data not shown).
Considering that salt bridges are a major contributor to side chain collapse in
zwitterionic runs, it may seem surprising that a similar compaction was also seen in
simulations that did not allow for zwitterions (Figure 6, S9). The reason for this effect is that
even in the absence of oppositely charged moieties most of the titratable side chains formed a
tightly connected network at the protein surface (Figure S10). These non-zwitterionic
contacts involved numerous H-bonds among neutral moieties, exemplified by the cluster of
Lys270, Arg420, Glu510, Asp520, CT0 (Figure S10B). H-bonding and charge solvation
involving non-titratable sites (Asn, Gln, Ser, and Thr, plus backbone NH and CO) took place
under non-zwitterionic conditions as well.
The formation of extensive intramolecular contacts involving side chains, and the
resulting protein compaction seen in our MD data is consistent with earlier simulations by
Steinberg et al.39 However, that earlier work39 only tested a static proton/zwitterionic model
in positive ion mode. The current study extends the work of Steinberg et al.39 by
demonstrating that similar side chain collapse takes place in both positive and negative ion
mode, and under different simulation conditions (with or without zwitterions, and with or
without mobile protons).

MD and Experimental  Values. Figure 8 compares MD  values with the corresponding
experiments.  values were also calculated for crystal and solution MD structures (after
water removal). Like Figure 4, Figure 8 contains five panels because [ubiquitin + 6H]6+
appeared in two forms, tightly folded and semi-unfolded. The following discussion initially
focuses on folded species, excluding those ubiquitin trajectories that showed conformational
changes (Figure 8A, C-E). The following key points are apparent from these data:
16

(1) Crystal and solution MD data show very similar  values. This observation
reflects the fact that the crystal and solution MD conformations are virtually identical, as
highlighted in Figure 2. In other words, for the two model systems studied here the crystal
coordinates provide an adequate representation of the protein behavior in solution.
(2) Experimental  values for electrosprayed ubiquitin and lysozyme are significantly
smaller than expected from their crystal structures, revealing that the proteins become more
compact upon transitioning from solution into the gas phase. This effect has previously been
observed in experiments on various proteins in positive ESI.28,

33, 41-43

The current study

reveals that the same effect also takes place in negative ESI (Figure 8C, E). For the proteins
studied here, this collapse is most prevalent for [ubiquitin + 6H]6+ (~16%, Figure 8A), and it
is least pronounced for [lysozyme -6H]6- (~3.5%, Figure 8E).
(3) As outlined in Figure 7, gas phase protein contraction is caused by titratable and
polar side chains at the protein surface. After desolvation these side chains collapse from
their initially extended crystal/solution structures onto the protein surface where they form
tight networks involving salt bridges, charge-dipole contacts, and H-bonds. The occurrence of
such collapse events has previously been proposed on the basis of positive ion zwitterionic
MD runs.39 The current work generalizes this finding by demonstrating that compaction takes
place in both polarities, and for three different charge models.
(4) It is remarkable that the protein compaction in our simulations is virtually
independent of the charge model used. All three models yielded  values that agreed closely
with each other (Figures 8A, C-E). We initially expected that the extent of side chain collapse
would depend on the charge model used. However, our data show that different types of
contacts (e.g. mostly salt bridged vs. primarily H-bonded, Figures 7, S10) cause very similar
side chain compaction. Gratifyingly, all the collapsed MD-generated gas phase structures had
 values close to the experimental data for both proteins and in both polarities.
17

(5) In our IMS data, only [ubiquitin + 6H]6+ showed the presence of semi-unfolded
species - evident from the satellite signal at ~1140 Å2 (Figure 1B). Consistent with this
experimental observation, only MD runs for [ubiquitin + 6H]6+ exhibited occasional
transitions to semi-unfolded conformers (Figure 3A, C). The  values of these non-native
MD structures (with Rg > 1.3 nm) agreed closely with the experimental data (Figure 8B). In
other words, non-compact conformers such as the magenta species in Figure 4B represent
likely candidate structures for the ~1140 Å2 signal seen in the IMS data of [ubiquitin + 6H]6+
(Figure 1B). The unfolding/refolding transitions of [ubiquitin + 6H]6+ would likely have gone
undetected in the much shorter (ns) simulation windows used for earlier studies.

Conclusions
This work compared MD-generated gas phase protein structures with collision cross sections
from native ESI experiments. We systematically studied the behavior of three different
charge models for two proteins in both polarities in an extended (1 s) MD time window.
Most of the trajectories revealed the persistence of tightly folded gas phase conformers, with
backbone conformers that closely resembled the initial solution conformations. It has been
suggested that the thermodynamically stable state of gaseous proteins corresponds to “inside
out” conformers, where nonpolar residues are exposed to the surface, while polar and
titratable side chains are buried in the interior.93 The persistence of proper “outside out”
conformers (with charged/polar sites on the surface) in our simulations is consistent with the
view that solution-like structures can survive after ESI due to kinetic trapping.14, 37, 38
Overall, the current work highlights the potential, but also the limitations of using gas
phase investigations for deducing protein structural features of in solution. We found the
backbone fold to be largely retained (with the exception of flexible termini), while surface
side chains underwent substantial changes in their orientations and interactions. It is hoped
18

that advances in hardware and software will soon extend gas phase MD time scales even
further, such that it will become possible to probe kinetic trapping and structural retention in
mobile-proton simulations that match the millisecond time frame of typical IMS experiments.

Supporting Information. Additional figures as mentioned in the text. This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Native ESI-IMS/MS data. Ubiquitin in (A, B) positive ion mode and (C, D),
negative ion mode; (E, F) lysozyme in positive ion mode and (G, H) negative ion mode.

Figure 2. (A, B) Ubiquitin and lysozyme crystal structures, highlighting one chain (green)
that is surrounded by others (gray). (C, D) Crystal salt bridges of Lys+/Arg+ (blue) and Asp/Glu-/CT- (red) with side chains from adjacent proteins (Lys/Arg: cyan; Asp/Glu: magenta).
(E, F) Crystal backbone structures (green) overlaid with three 1 s solution MD structures
(gray). (G, H) Titratable side chains in the crystal (green) and from three 1 s solution MD
runs (Lys/Arg: blue; Asp/Glu: red). Not all side chains are shown to reduce clutter. (I, J) Rg
for atoms in titratable side chains, for atoms in titratable and polar side chains, and for the
whole protein during 1 s solution MD runs. Horizontal lines represent crystal Rg values.

Figure 3. Whole protein Rg values obtained in 1 s ubiquitin gas phase MD simulations (AC, 6+ charge state; D-F, 5- charge state). The panels contain data from 4-14 independent
runs. Data in the top row were obtained using stationary positive-only (A) and negative-only
(D) charges. The center row data were generated using various stationary zwitterionic charge
patterns (B, E). Panels C and F show the results of mobile-proton MD runs.

Figure 4. Gas phase mobile-proton MD results on ubiquitin (A-C) and lysozyme (D, E).
Each panel contains the X-ray structure (green), and MD snapshots representing t = 100 ns,
200 ns, … 1 s. The magenta panel in (B) illustrates transient unfolding of [ubiquitin + 6H]6+
at t = 100 ns (blue trajectory in Figure 3C).
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Figure 5. Gas phase mobile-proton MD data for ubiquitin (A, B) and lysozyme (C, D) in
positive and negative ion mode. Each panel shows the accumulation of “opposite” charges,
i.e., the formation of salt bridges. Zwitterionic structures are exemplified along the right hand
side, using overlays of three representative 1 s frames for each condition. Positive and
negative charges are highlighted as blue and red spheres, respectively. Labels highlight sites
that are consistently charged for all three 1 s structures. For a detailed analysis of the
zwitterionic patterns, see Figure S8.

Figure 6. Representative gas phase MD results obtained for ubiquitin in positive (A-C) and
negative ion mode (D-F) with different protonation modes. Each panel shows the radius of
gyration (Rg) for titratable side chain atoms, for titratable and polar side chain atoms, and for
the whole protein. Horizontal lines represent the corresponding crystal Rg values.

Figure 7. Packing of titratable/polar side chains in t = 1 s mobile-proton MD structures of
ubiquitin in (A) positive and (B) negative ion mode. Cationic and anionic sites are
highlighted as blue and red spheres. Selected N and O atoms are indicated as blue and red
sticks, respectively. bbCO and bbNH denote backbone CO and NH groups. Not all
titratable/polar moieties are shown to reduce cluttering.

Figure 8. Collision cross sections () from experiments and MD simulations. Vertical bars
represent gas phase and solution MD  values. The first two panels separately display data
for (A) folded and (B) semi-unfolded [ubiquitin + 6H]6+. Colored horizontal lines represent
experimental average  maxima, dashed lines indicate the corresponding FWHMs.
Horizontal black lines represent crystal  values.
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